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	Mathematical Gauge Theory With Applications to the Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model is the foundation of modern particle and high energy physics. This book explains the mathematical background behind the Standard Model, translating ideas from physics into a mathematical language and vice versa. The first part of the book covers the mathematical theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras, fibre bundles, connections, curvature and [&#8230;]
	A Course in Modern Mathematical Physics Groups, Hilbert Space and Differential Geometry PDF
Presenting an introduction to the mathematics of modern physics for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, this textbook introduces the reader to modern mathematical thinking within a physics context. Topics covered include tensor algebra, differential geometry, topology, Lie groups and Lie algebras, distribution theory, fundamental analysis and Hilbert spaces. The book also includes exercises and proofed [&#8230;]
	Mathematics for Physics and Physicists PDF
The author, Walter Appel, is a renowned mathematics educator hailing from one of the best schools of France&#8217;s prestigious Grandes, where he has taught some of his country&#8217;s leading scientists and engineers. In this unique book, oriented specifically toward physicists, Appel shows graduate students and researchers the vital benefits of integrating mathematics into their study [&#8230;]
	Introduction to Mathematical Physics PDF
This is a book on the basics of mathematics and computation and their uses in economics for modern day students and practitioners. The reader is introduced to the basics of numerical analysis as well as the use of computer programs such as Matlab and Excel in carrying out involved computations. Sections are devoted to the [&#8230;]
	Methods of Celestial Mechanics Volume I Physical, Mathematical, and Numerical Principles PDF
G. Beutler&#8217;s Methods of Celestial Mechanics is a coherent textbook for students as well as an excellent reference for practitioners. The first volume gives a thorough treatment of celestial mechanics and presents all the necessary mathematical details that a professional would need. The reader will appreciate the well-written chapters on numerical solution techniques for ordinary [&#8230;]
	Analysis and Mathematical Physics
Analysis and Mathematical Physics (AMP) publishes current research results as well as selected high-quality survey articles in real, complex, harmonic, and geometric analysis originating and or having applications in mathematical physics. The journal promotes dialog among specialists in these areas.
	Geometric Methods in Physics XXXIV Workshop, Białowieża
This book features a selection of articles based on the XXXIV Białowieża Workshop on Geometric Methods in Physics, 2015. The articles presented are mathematically rigorous, include important physical implications and address the application of geometry in classical and quantum physics. Special attention deserves the session devoted to discussions of Gerard Emch&#8217;s most important and lasting [&#8230;]
	Statistical Mechanics Entropy, Order Parameters and Complexity
In each generation, scientists must redefine their fields: abstracting, simplifying and distilling the previous standard topics to make room for new advances and methods. Sethna&#8217;s book takes this step for statistical mechanics&#8211;a field rooted in physics and chemistry whose ideas and methods are now central to information theory, complexity, and modern biology. Aimed at advanced [&#8230;]
	Introduction to the Math of Neural Networks
About The Book This book introduces the reader to the basic math used for neural network calculation. This book assumes the reader has only knowledge of college algebra and computer programming. This book begins by showing how to calculate output of a neural network and moves on to more advanced training methods such as back [&#8230;]
	Methods for Solving Mathematical Physics Problems
About The Book The book examines the classic and generally accepted methods for solving mathematical physics problems (method of the potential theory, the eigen function method, integral transformation methods, discretisation characterisation methods, splitting methods). A separate chapter is devoted to methods for solving nonlinear equations. The book offers a large number of examples of how [&#8230;]

